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Press release       

 
 
 
50 years of silage block cutters from BvL 
 
The Emsland-based machine manufacturer has been producing feeding 

technology since 1973 and is constantly developing the corresponding 

product ranges.  

 

Smooth cutting of the silage, minimal reheating and robust, low-

maintenance technology: silage block cutters from Bernard van Lengerich 

GmbH & Co. KG are removal devices that meet the most modern and 

highest quality standards – today as well as 50 years ago.  Back then, in 

1973, the machine manufacturer from Emsland ventures into the 

production of feeding technology with precisely these machines. 

The silage block cutter quickly became widespread on dairy and bull 

fattening farms in the region, and was later found throughout Germany 

and even worldwide. To date, BvL has sold almost 90,000 silage block 

cutters in around 50 countries around world.  
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And even though feed mixer wagons, which make up the majority of 

BvL´s production, are the main focus of feeding technology on farms 

today, silage block cutters are still in demand. This is because they can be 

used to fill large feed mixer wagons in particular, but also systems for 

automated feeding, very cleanly and efficiently with silage blocks. 

To mark the anniversary of the V-LOAD Cutter product line, another BvL 

silage block cutter model has been released this year: the V-LOAD Cutter 

Megastar HD. This model combines several advantages of existing 

product types: very robust, highly efficient and with compact silage block 

dimensions. This makes this block cutter particularly attractive for use in 

front mounting and for removal at great heights, for example using a 

telescopic handler.  

Further information is also available at: www.bvl-farmtechnology.com/en/     

        Emsbüren, November 2023 
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The BvL Group is a family operated business, now in its fifth generation. The managing 
directors are Bernard van Lengerich and Bernhard Sievering, and the company headquarters is 
in Emsbüren in the Emsland region. The BvL Group has activities in three separate business 
divisions: Agricultural Machinery, Surface Finishing and Electrical Engineering. 
 
In a nutshell, BvL stands for:  Enthusiasm, Responsibility, and Passion! 
Because with more than 160 years of experience, BvL is firmly established on the market as a 
dynamic, modern industrial enterprise with over 60 million euros in sales and about 400 
employees.  
An informal working atmosphere fosters flat hierarchies and an innovative team spirit. Personal 
contact and a positive communication culture have a long tradition at BvL.  
 
Bernard van Lengerich Maschinenfabrik GmbH und Co. KG is among the world's leading 
manufacturers of feed technology solutions. In addition to feed mixing wagons, the product 
spectrum includes modern removal technology, spreading technology, biogas technology and 
digital products. Almost 70 percent of machine sales are generated abroad. The company’s 
focus is on high standards of quality and custom tailored machines with a wide range of 
products, which is clearly reflected in the concept “Made for me!”  
 
 
 


